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More Heat than Light in the Energy Debate
The energy crisis harbors grave implications of national defense and security.

It casts doubt on the position of the U.S. as

the economic leader and military protector of the free world visa-vis the communist world, and therefore calls for the most considered and most intelligent solution of which we are capable.
And yet, O'lr political leaders, under the inflllence of party zeal
and ambition, resort to cheap demagoguery that defies any intellectual discussion.
In fact, the energy crisis has unsettled the calmest understanding and confused the most sober mind.

There seem to be no

fallacies or absurdities too gross in the political debate.

Just

listen to a few pronouncements that not only contradict all knowledge of economics, but also violate every principle of reasoning.
It is difficult to fathom the President's proposal to raise
oil company taxes in order to promote greater U.S. self-sufficiency
and independence.

But he practically prevents a calm and sober

discussion through his injection of debate tricks that hide the
issue in a thick fog of political passion.

For instance, instead

of seeking a rate increase in corporate federal income taxes on
oil companies, he is demanding a "windfall profits tax."
We search in vain for such a tax in the statutes of the U.S.
Government, and we doubt that the lawmakers will want to be on
record raising taxes under that name.

But the public policy pro-

nouncements hy the Presinent and many of his cohorts belabor the
urgent need for a "windfall profits tax."

In a recent address to

the nation on primetime television the President used the term at
least a dozen times.
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It is a popular political trick to use figurative or metaphorical terms that are favorable to one's contentions.

It

evades the discussion hy inserting color and flavor that contain
an

11nproven conclusion, and by injecting connotations that pre-

j 1ldge the case.
ies, is
gain.

~

A "windfall profit," according to all dictionar-

sudden and unexpected piece of good fortune or personal

Who dares to object against a tax on such a gain?

The

term itself seeks to bar all further discussion.
In a court of law that soberly reviews the logic of all arguments the term would be inadmissable as empty and meaningless,
and the case built on it \\Ollid be summarily dismissed.

In a col-

lege debate the student who resorts to such trickery would be
warned or silenced by the judges.
miniously lose the debate.

Surely, his team would igno-

B'lt on the national forum of import-

ant policy discussions, our political leaders descend to this level in order to confuse the issue and generate political support.
The President cannot be accused of consistency in reasoning.
If he were consistent he would demand much higher taxes on all
sudden and unexpected personal gains.

\Vhen your corporate stock

rises in price, your house appreciates in value, your food, clothing, cars, tools, equipment, etc. rise suddenly because the U.S.
dollar depreciates, he would favor a "windfall profits tax" in
addition to your income taxes, capital gain taxes, and many others.
If a new tax on sudden gains from oil production is desirable, it
must he even more desirable to tax all gains from production, e.g.
of wheat, corn, soybeans, and manufactured products.

\Vhat, pray

tell, distinguishes the sudden gains on oil from those on peanuts?

-3In final analysis, an attack on the profitability of one
product is an attack on all profits.

Entrepreneurial profits

are derived from the correct anticipation of changes in demand,
supply, technology, institutional conditions, etc. no matter
what product is involved.

To deny gains from s'lch activity is

to deny the very profit system, i.e. the private property order.
It strikes a blow for an all-round command system, commonly
called socialism.
The U.S. Department of Energy is busily chipping away.

It

makes headlines charging the oil companies with "gouging" the
public, i.e. exacting exorbitantly or extorting excessive gains
from the helpless public.

It publishes long lists of swindling

oil companies, presents billion dollar claims that exceed the value of stockholder interests, and involves them in lengthy litigation.
The hapless judges who are called upon to judicate those
charges may he as bewildered as the company executives against
whom they are levelled.

In a review of DOE reasoning they are

facing a startling system of logic:

by Congressional authority

the 1971 Nixon price controls over energy are continued to this
very day.

That is, the Department is keeping energy prices far

helow those a free market would establish.

It is using the force

of government, i.e. fines and penetentiaries, to force the energy
companies to sell their products below the use value free people
would attach to those products.

Thereby, it is depriving private

property owners of their income on a massive scale.

But when

these owners finally are slow in finding more oil and delivering

-4it to consumers, and shortages hegin to develop, which every economist consistently fore-saw

since 1971, they are aCCllsed for

creating the energy crisis.

And if for a moment they should ig-

nore the DOE order, they are publicly denounced and hauled to
court for price gouging.

That is, the political gougers are ac-

cusing the victims of eight years of unprecedented gO'.lging of the
very crime that was committed against them.
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The energy crisis harbors grave dang~rs not only to our eco-

-

nomic wellbeing but also to our national security.

It grew from

the damages the energy industry sustained by in j'.1stice.

It will

cease to haunt us as soon as we remember this simple truism:
man who can drill a well and find one barrel of oil renders a
more valuahle service to society than all the politicians who
would regulate and control it, fix its price and distribute it
to their favorite s11pporters.
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